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He is really a excellent teacher who helped us a lot to know about world politics and i think he match the standards 
that AUW requires for the teachers 

The instructor is best in balancing the ideal world and real world, which I have been rarely noticed in other Politics of 
profssors. 

he is nothing less than excellent! 

He is frinedly and helpful. 

Excellentand talented professor, no matter how hard the question is he makes it clearer for every one so easily. 

The content of the course was outstanding along with the professor. I learned a lot about the UN and also interested 
in taking more courses offered by this professor. 

This is an exceptional course and Prof. Herman is an awesome professor!!!!! 

I have learned a lot from this class. It basically broaden my knowledge about the world and especially about the UN. 

NO more comments. He is an execllent professor! except for the simulation part, I don’t think that is a good 
assesment for every student 

The professor explained all course materials and topics very well and gave very effective feedback on all the 
assignments. This course was very informative and interesting and so were the assignments in this course. Overall, 
I would rate the professor as EXCELLENT!! 

Overall the Professor is truely great!!! His course helped ,e to undersatnd some important terms of politics that I 
had confusion about. He helps students and support them always. He is an ideal professor. 

I suggest that the professor make the students who talk less talk more and students who talk more to talk less. 
Based on this, the grading of students should not depend on how much a student get chance to talk and participate. 
Else, he is a great teacher and the course is a wonderful and FUN course to take. I have learned a lot. 

He is an excellent prof. He is very polite and hard working person. He understands students. An excellent prof. I 
ever met. Thank you for your course and your kindness. I have learned a lot from his course. The readings, 
assignments are very well organized. I love the course a lot. thank you 

He teaches in a way that he makes difficult issues easy to us. He is very polite and respect the students very much. 

Prof. Herman T. Salton is an excellent teacher. I wish to take more courses from him. I wish him all the best. 


